SL-15 User Manual

Thank you for choosing our product. For safe and optimal use of the watch,
please, read this guide carefully.
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2. Warnings and safety instructions
 Please, do NOT take out the SIM card when the watch is
powered on. It could cause damage to the watch.
 Please, do NOT immerse the watch under water. The watch
comes with IP66 water protection, which will protect it even
from strong water jets but not from underwater pressure.
 Please do NOT take into a shower or bath. This will damage the
device and will void warranty.
 Please, make sure the SIM card slot cover is properly closed to
avoid water entering the watch. This will void warranty.
 Keep the product away from fire and avoid high temperature
environments.
 The watch cannot send location information when the battery
has run out, there is no mobile data service (no E symbol on the
watch display) or the watch is out of the GSM network
coverage area.
 When there is no data service, the watch cannot be located on
the map.
 While roaming within North America (U.S and Canada) is free,
international roaming has a rate of $15/MB and is disabled.
Please contact us to enable international roaming if needed.
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3. Before you begin
 Make sure the watch is fully charged before you begin. It is
recommended to charge the watch for at least 12 hours before
the first use.
 The watch operates with a quad band 2G GSM chip
(850/900/1800/1900 MHz). It is recommended that you ensure
there is a good coverage of 2G GSM in your area.
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4. Charging the watch
Remove the watch and the charging cable from the packaging.
Connect the magnetic head of the cable to the metallic contacts on
the back of the watch (rotate the connector until the magnets pull it
in position) and connect the other end of the cable to a USB power
source.

Charging the watch to its full capacity normally takes 2-3 hours.
However, for the first time, please, charge the watch for 12 hours and
8 hours for the second and third times to ensure a long battery life. It
is highly recommended to use a good quality adapter for charging
the watch. Please, do NOT turn on the watch yet. You need to install
the mobile application first as described in the next chapter.
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5. Operation
Below you will find the description and operation of the watch.

5.1 Display
Besides the date and time, the watch displays other information: the
GSM signal strength and the data connection status (E), the number
of steps collected by the built-in pedometer and the battery status.

5.2 Buttons
For phone calls and voice messages, the speaker is above the screen
and the microphone is between two buttons on the right. The
functions of the 4 buttons are as follows:
Button 1: Voice messages (not implemented yet)
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Button 2: SOS calls / Answer calls / Hang up calls
Button 3: Outgoing phone calls (select number and initiate call)
Button 4: Power / Hang up / Exit

6. Operating the watch
With the mobile application installed and set up, now you can start
using the watch. Please, follow the steps below.

6.1 Powering on
Press and hold Button 4 for 3 seconds to power on the watch.
“SafeLink GPS” appears on the screen and a chime is played.
The watch shows the date and time. Wait until it connects to the
GSM network,
display.

appears in the top left corner of the watch
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Soon after,
should also appear. This shows that the data
connection is ready. This is necessary to track the watch.
Note: If the symbol does not appear shortly after the symbol when
you use the watch for the first time, the watch may not support your
telecom operator. If it disappears during normal operation, you
might have run out of your data package or the coverage is not
enough for data transfer.

6.2 Phone calls
One of the basic functions of the watch is to initiate and receive
phone calls to and from the phone numbers enabled in the mobile
app.

6.2.1 Making a call
To call the administrator of the watch, press and hold Button 3 for 3
seconds. The call will start automatically without entering or
selecting the phone number.
To call other numbers in the Family list, press Button 3 repeatedly
until you see the name and phone number you want to call. Now
press and hold Button 3 again to make the call.
When the call is finished, press Button 2 or Button 4 to hang up. To
exit the Family list, press Button 4 any time.
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6.2.2 Answering a call
To answer an incoming call, you can press any of the buttons on the
right (Button 1, Button 2 or Button 3.)

6.2.3 Declining a call
There are two ways to decline a call. Press Button 4 on the left or
Press Button 2 twice.

6.2.4 SOS call
In case of an emergency, you can use the SOS call function to reach
family members. Turn on the display, press and hold Button 2 for 3
seconds. The watch will call the first 4 preset numbers one by one
starting with the administrator and repeats it until one of them
answers the call or it has called these numbers 3 times each.

6.3 Cancelling the current operation
When the watch display shows any of the menus or lists, press
Button 4 to return to the normal display.
When making phone calls (including SOS calls), press Button 2 or
Button 4 to cancel the call and return to the normal display.
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6.4 Powering off the watch
If there is no SIM card in the watch: press and hold Button 4 to turn
off the watch. A chime will be played and the TAKIT logo appears on
the display.
When there is a SIM card in the watch: for safety reasons, the watch
can only be turned off remotely. Open Watch Settings in the APP and
look for the Remote watch turn off function.
Note: only the administrator can turn off the watch from the APP.

7. FAQ
7.1 I cannot turn on the watch
The battery in your watch might have run out of power. Please,
connect the watch to a power source until fully charged and then try
again.

7.2 What operation systems/Browser is compatible
with the web based tracking application?
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Any modern browsers under any operating systems. For example:
PC, tablets, smartphones etc.

7.3 Some mobile numbers cannot call the watch. Why
is that?
Only numbers entered in the Family list in the mobile app can
successfully call the watch. All other numbers are blocked.

7.4 How can I turn off the watch?
If there is no SIM card in the watch: press and hold Button 4 to turn
off the watch. A chime is played and the “SafeLink GPS” logo
appears on the display.
When there is a SIM card in the watch: for safety reasons, the watch
can only be turned off remotely.
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